LETSVIDYA.COM
757-636-9952

VIRTUAL
INTERACTIVE
EVENTS
FOR TEAM BUILDING, CLIENT
CELEBRATIONS AND MORE!

Welcome to LetsVidya!
We connect people with their teams, clients, friends, and family through virtual
events.
When people are distanced geographically, it is hard to bring them together to
celebrate, team build, and collaborate.
LetsVIdya plans, executes, and hosts customized virtual experiences for
individuals and organizations.
What can we do for you?
Read on to see a sample of the types of events we have created for LetsVidya clients!

Call James at 757-636-9952
to start planning your event TODAY!
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VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES

Below is a small sample of the types of events we have created for clients.
However, if you can dream it, we can (probably) create it for you! Just ask!
Mixology Class
1-hour
- Basic cocktail education
- Instruction to make 2 drinks
- All recipes will be sent to participants after the event
- Spirits, Mixers, and Bar Supplies can be included and shipped at an
additional per-person cost
Cooking Class
2-hours
- Taught by a professionally trained chef
- Participants will start with basic individual ingredients and make an
incredible meal together
- While preparing the meal, the chef will also teach participants basic
culinary skills
- Chef will work with you to customize your menu
- All recipes will be sent to participants after the event
- All of the ingredients can be sent fresh to the participants at an additional
per-person cost
Game Show
1-hour
- Participants will be randomly selected to play upfront games
- Games will be played in a separate video call so that the rest of the
participants can still talk, laugh, and engage socially
- The game being played will be live-streamed to the client’s platform
of choice
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Pub Trivia Game
1-hour
- Fully customizable game of trivia
- Individual and team trivia
- Stock and custom questions
- Standard, survival, and predictive trivia games
Custom Team Building Game
1-hour
- work with one of our team building experts to create the perfect
hour long team building game for your team.
Murder Mysteries
2-hours
- Someone on your team has committed a murder.
- Work as a team in one of these two-hour events to find out who
died and what caused them to do it.
- 1980's themed game holds 16 people
- 1920's themed game holds 10 people
Escape Room
2-hours
- Your team has been trapped in a digital escape room and must work
together to solve a series of puzzles to figure out how you got into
the room and how you will get out.
- Game holds 12 people.
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Paint Night
2-hours
- Participants will create a piece of art together
- Paint kits can be included and shipped at an additional perperson cost
Wine Tasting
1-hour
- Participants try 2-3 types of wine
- Learn about the origins of the wine and what makes it taste
the way it does
- Wine will be delivered (where legally possible) to
participants ahead of the event (at an additional per-person
cost)
Beer Tasting
1-hour
- Participants try 3-6 types of beer
- Learn about how they are made
- Learn what makes them taste the way they do
- Beer will be delivered (where legally possible) to participants ahead
of the event (at an additional per-person cost)
Dungeons and Dragons
2 or 3 hours
- Professional Dungeon Master
- Learn how to play game while completing your first campaign.
- Advanced games/campaigns available for experienced groups.
- Multi-game campaigns available
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Combined Event Discount
10% discount for combining multiple events to make a single experience.
(discount applies to the combined total)
What's Next?
1

Choose your event/s and date/time

2

Send us a list of attendees

3

We will send everyone on the list an email with the link
for your event.

4

Participants will receive reminder emails prior to the
event, so no one will miss it!

5

Participants log on at the chosen day/time of the event

6

We make sure everyone has a great time!

Call James at 757-636-9952
to start planning your event TODAY!
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Call for latest pricing.

